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Nathan was different and Sally knew it. In case you are in need of help
and hope in your own journey with an outside-the-box child, or if you’re
a grown-up trying to make sense of your differences, you’ll find deep
insight, resonance, and encouragement in the web pages of this reserve.
He saw the globe through his own exclusive lens?one that frequently
caused him to be labeled as “bad,” “troubled,” or somebody in need of
“fixing.”Bravely choosing to hear her motherly intuition rather than the
loud voices of the world, Sally dared to believe that Nathan’s
differences could possibly be section of an intentional design from a
loving Creator with an idea for his life. Dare to love and nurture the
“different” one in your daily life.Join Sally and Nathan as they share
their stories from an individual perspective as mom and child.From his
early childhood, Nathan was bursting with creativity and uncontainable
energy, struggling not only with learning issues but also with anxiety
and OCD. She trusted that the things that made him different were the
very things that could make him great.
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The book for those parents of different children “What if raising Nathan
is an act of program I have called you to? Will you accept him as a gift
from Me?Do you want to submit to the conditions he brings to your whole
family because you think I am in control? Hoping that book reaches many
households who might be going right through the same issues! Even if no-
one else ever views the battles you have lived through or understands
your calm faithfulness to like him, your services of worship if you ask
me isn't lost. I see you! Nathan could focus more when his hands were
occupied and his mind could focus on the individuals and the story. I am
with you and with him every day. Nathan is definitely fearfully and
wonderfully made; This is the reserve I've been looking forward to. He
is different because I allowed it. We felt guilty for past feelings of
thinking she just always had everything together and appearance how
perfect her kids are If you thought Sally Clarkson was all teacups and
candles, you couldn't be more wrong.”Wow!" Best publication she's ever
written for me. It is so rare to find such honest and poignant advice on
raising these different children but also raising them in a Christian
worldview. Even if your child is not really "different.This is actually
the book everyone moms (and dads) of these different kids need to read!
Like Sally said, they aren't trying to assist you fix your child, but
rather to view them as an excellent gift you can take joy in. A
different kind of book for different varieties of kids Having a
different child can be tough. Sally Clarkson along with her boy, Nathan,
encourage parents to look at their children's differences as a gift
rather than a curse. A blessing rather than a blight. Will you humble
yourself and accept My will and stop fighting against him? Sally shares
great wisdom and practical ways to love and encourage your . Sally and
Clay had been committed to finding methods to help Nathan navigate
through these difficulties.. A lot of you are raising "different"
children, or are married to somebody "different," or possibly you are
"different." (Truthfully, I think we all have been different in our own
ways.) This book helps you to see those who are different because the
unique people made out of and for an objective that they are. Sally
shares great wisdom and practical ways to like and motivate your out
from the box child. Her encounter and perspective enable you to feel
hope and peace when a lot of us have experienced discouragement and
despair. And hearing Nathan's perspective developing up as an from the
box child is priceless once we try to understand and love well. A great
read for all ages... So insightful and clarifies why my son acts the
methods he will and how to better address it.. Excellent and Encouraging
I have browse and loved others of Sally Clarkson’s writings, but this
reserve is truly particular. She encouraged Nathan to draw photos of the
characters and their adventures because they read. Seeing the impact
Sally's love, patience and prayers got on her boy, Nathan, is making an
enormous difference in how I mother or father my kids. With time, he was
identified as having ADHD, OCD and ODD. I sensed guilty for past



feelings of thinking she just always had everything together and
appearance how perfect her kids are.Nathan was also struggling. He
didn’t realize why he couldn’t sleep or focus. It had been like his
brain was constantly changing stations rather than allowing him to
remain on job.. They didn’t desire to just “fix” Nathan, but instead
find methods for him to function within his difficulties and unique
gifts for the glory of God. It was encouraging, inspiring and helpful
.Sally tried allowing Nathan to use colored pencils during family
reading time. couldn’t sit quietly for a lot more than a few minutes;
I’d put it near the top of your reading list. You may feel alone because
therefore few understand, but you are not by itself. They also
discovered that Nathan was extremely innovative and gifted and he was
captivated by the energy of story and the hero. This reserve is a tale
of a boy fighting many challenges and the mom who loved him and helped
him find the way that God might use this unique and creative person.
This encouraging and incredible books GREAT Book! I appreciated Nathan,
sharing his variations with the world, and his faith in Jesus Christ
through everything. Sally is a favorite author and speaker and has a
wonderful way of encouraging mothers. While my children don't have
Combine, ODD or OCD, they are certainly different.Each chapter starts
with Nathan's story, and Sally responds with how she handled that
particular incident, or how she could learn to guide him through his
struggles. It really helped. See Love doing his thing This book gives
insight into the mind of a child who is struggling with mental
illnesses, and also the thoughts of the mom who had to understand how to
raise him. She can empathize with moms who are raising children facing
all kinds of problems. I appreciated viewing how you'll be able to love
my children *because* of their differences. he had a hard time sleeping
and he was often agitated. Don’t miss the opportunity to be encouraged
and inspired by reading the various book.Should you have a kid who has a
mental disorder, as well as just a difficult or different kid, this book
will give you a brand new look at how exactly to relate, communicate,
and like your child through the difficulties of childhood and
adolescence. Best publication Sally has ever written. Truly. Awesome
book.I love hearing from both Nathan and Sally in many different areas,
learning what it's like from the individual with the differences and
also how a wonderful seasoned mom taken care of these challenges. This
book was just what I possess been searching for for years. Thank you
Sally!” He struggled to follow instructions; As a mom of four (with one
especially intense!) all still in the little years, I am continuously
functioning through the exhaustion, frustration, guilt, and doubts of
mothering. Sally speaks so truthfully and openly. I could really
recognize with the struggles she's gone through, like the desire for
others to find my challenging kid as I observe him, not as a issue. Also
her desire for a peaceful conflict free home and having to surrender her
targets really resonated with me. Nathan and her, lay everything out and



truly share some of the challenging stuff.!! Not really because you may
have similar conditions, but to see grace in action, pointing back to
the main one who truly issues Jesus Christ, because aside from Him, we
are nothing at all. Sally and Nathan talk about more of the journey
through the entire book. People of all ages and diagnoses would benefit
from scanning this!read it with your out of the box child to foster
connection and debate! Thanks Just Inspiring! I can’t reccomed this
reserve enough. I've never felt therefore understood and inspired to
keep going. Sallys amazing heart and Nathan vulnerability offers helped
me and my romantic relationship with my daughter. Well written and great
information As a mom of a special needs child who's over reading how
exactly to books.. Mother and Son Talk about an Inspiring Story of Hope
It didn’t take Sally and Clay Clarkson very long to determine that their
youngest child Nathan was “different. I loved that one. Nathan wanted a
similar thing... regarding special needs/in different ways gifted
children and the families that love and live with them Probably the most
inspirational books I've read concerning special
requirements/differently gifted kids and the families that love and live
with them. The fact that it is co-written from the mom and the son's
perspective is fantastic. Great book. He provides My fingerprints around
his heart, brain, and soul—and his personality is something special, not
only a problem. I shaped him in your womb. Read it! These are
significant challenges that make it problematic for a person to
function. That was wrong of me to assume, and wrong of you as well. You
see, I would like to have it all together too, but life just not all
together all the time. It's real, it's raw and it's hard. I'm thankful
to Sally for checking the way she did about her struggles, it creates me
feel like I'm not by yourself.Nathan has written, directed and starred
in a full-length motion picture (Confessions of a Prodigal Son) and is
pursuing an acting career in NEW YORK. I cried, and I shook my head in
agreement therefore many times while listening to the sound. I've
decided my husband must listen or browse it as well. As a matter of
fact, I think we all should. Amazing!
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